
Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Mark Cappetta 

Mark@gsambc.com 

Rancho Mirage, California 92270-5622 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sherrill Futrell 

safutrell@ucdavis.edu 

Davis, California 95618 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ernest Pacheco 

erniepacheco@cwa9412.org 

Hayward, California 94544 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Erik Schnabel 

erikschnabel@hotmail.com 

Oakland, CA, California 94603 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Catherine Hourcade 

chourcade@earthlink.net 

Stockton, California 95203 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Mark Reback 

mark@consumerwatchdog.org 

Los Angeles, California 90039 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Tia Triplett 

tia@anlf.com 

Los Angeles, California 90066 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Christopher Lish 

lishchris@yahoo.com 

San Rafael, California 94903 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Lauren Murdock 

murdock_ls@hotmail.com 

Santa Barbara, California 93110 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Peter Lee 

peterboothlee@hotmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94118 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Colleen Lobel 

clobel1@san.rr.com 

San Diego, California 92126 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Karen Berger 

kareneliseberger@gmail.com 

Montrose, California 91020 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Mark Feldman 

happeevegan@gmail.com 

Santa Rosa, California 95401 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

JL Angell 

jangell@earthlink.net 

Rescue, California 95672 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Stevie Sugarman 

wrathchild62@gmail.com 

Malibu, California 90265 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Nancy Lyles 

living4ward2it@gmail.com 

Santa Cruz, California 95062-4112 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Laura Saunders 

tolsaunders@yahoo.com 

San Francisco, California 94107 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Gabriel Steinfeld 

gstein@sonic.net 

Oakland, California 946103861 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Robert Reed 

robtsreed@gmail.com 

Laguna Beach, California 92651 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Barbara Consbruck 

bconsbruck@msn.com 

Sylmar, California 91342 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Stephen Rosenblum 

pol1@rosenblums.us 

Palo Alto, California 94301 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Laurie Fraker 

ljfraker@hotmail.com 

El Centro, California 92243 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

DANIEL KWONG 

dkbb12@aol.com 

Santa Monica, California 90404 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Candy Bowman 

canbowring@yahoo.com 

Placerville, California 95667 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Diane Moore 

geodian@sbcglobal.net 

Davis, California 95616 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Joan Smith 

joanesq93@gmail.com 

Greenbrae, California 94904 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Querido Galdo 

querido@queridomundo.com 

Gualala, California 95445 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

J Yudell 

turtleshmertle@gmail.com 

santa monica, California 90409 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Karsten Mueller 

k.mueller@yahoo.com 

Santa Cruz, California 95060 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sharon Tipton 

sharonktipton@gmail.com 

Irvine, California 92614 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Amanda Bloom 

amandabloo@gmail.com 

Oakland, California 94601 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Elaine Benjamin 

ebalpine@flash.net 

Alpine, California 91901 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Margaret Goodman 

messgwg@gmail.com 

Glen Mills, California 93950 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Warren M. Gold 

warren.gold@ucsf.edu 

Mill Valley, California 94941 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Karla Devine 

kjdevine99@yahoo.com 

Manhattan Beach, California 90266 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Douglas McCormick 

mfiinsure@cox.net 

Trabuco Canyon, California 92679 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Michelle MacKenzie 

michellehmackenzie@gmail.com 

Menlo Park, California 94025 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Saran K. 

sarank@mac.com 

Los Angeles, California 90035 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Reevyn Aronson 

reevyn@comcast.net 

Redwood City/, California 94061 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jason Brock 

jbrocksd@yahoo.com 

Los Angeles, California 90045 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Julian Yerena Jr 

julianjr559@sbcglobal.net 

Parlier, California 93648 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

William Schlesinger 

teamlajolla@sbcglobal.net 

Los Angeles, California 90046 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Diana McBride 

dianamcbride@yahoo.com 

San Rafael, California 94901 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Roberta E. Newman 

robertaellengold@gmail.com 

Mill Valley, California 94941-5080 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Pat Magrath 

phatmcass@gmail.com 

Upland, California 91784-1674 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Dr. Mha Atma Khalsa 

earthactionnetwork@earthlink.net 

Los Angeles, California 90035 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Barbra Nystrom 

bnystrom@sbcglobal.net 

Diablo, California 94528 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Brian Florian 

briankflorian@hotmail.com 

Beverly Hills, California 90211 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Greg Rosas 

thesro15@yahoo.com 

Castro Valley, California 94546 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Winke Self 

w_self@yahoo.com 

La Jolla, California 92037 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Donald Taylor 

cplii@sbcglobal.net 

Fair Oaks, California 95628 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Fred Morrison 

grnfred@me.com 

Hayward, California 94544 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Roger Batchelder 

rogb@nethere.com 

San Diego, California 92115-5054 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Den Tapley 

ddtap@comcast.net 

Las Cruces , New Mexico 88011 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

David Doering 

davedoering@hotmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94109 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Hillary Ostrow 

hillaryostrow@yahoo.com 

Encino, California 91316 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Gail Roberts 

igailroberts@gmail.com 

Tecate, California 91980 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Claire Flewitt 

claireflewitt@hotmail.com 

San Leandro, California 94579 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Margarita Perez 

marjor@ca.rr.com 

Sylmar, California 91342 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Annette Pirrone 

pirronecenter@gmail.com 

San Anselmo, California 94960 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Celeste Anacker 

celesteanacker@gmail.com 

Santa Barbara, California 93105 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

diana koeck 

dianakoeck@gmail.com 

Costa Mesa, California 92626 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sylvia Chi 

sylviachi@gmail.com 

Oakland, California 94608-3418 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jana Menard 

janamenard@yahoo.com 

South Lake Tahoe, California 96150 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Barbara Meislin 

purpleladybythebay@earthlink.net 

Tiburon, California 94920 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Lorraine Priceman 

lorrprice@aol.com 

Woodland Hills, California 91367 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Cecilia Culverhouse 

cpculver@gmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94107-2306 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Paul W Rea 

paulrea@sbcglobal.net 

Hayward , California 94541 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Edward Fisher 

eofisher@gmail.com 

Pasadena, California 91106-3813 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kate Ashley 

ishka@earthlink.net 

Redwood City, California 94061 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Holly Hall 

hahall51@verizon.net 

Temecula, California 92592 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Martine cuisenaire 

cuisenaire-martine@hotmail.com 

HastiÃ¨re, Wallonie 5543 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jim Panagos 

panagosj@yahoo.com 

SIMI VALLEY, California 93065 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kevin Bissonnette 

windsurgen@aol.com 

San Clemente, California 92672 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Isabella Amoroso 

isabellaamoroso@hotmail.it 

Floridia, California 96014 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Betty Kissilove 

cacaogal@gmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94122 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Karylee Feldman 

karyleebm@gmail.com 

San Diego, California 92105 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jean Mont-Eton 

jeanmonteton@aol.com 

San Francisco, California 94116 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Larry Dorshkind 

mail@dorshkind.com 

Redwood City, California 94061 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Cameron Kuss 

cameron.kuss@gmail.com 

Davis, California 95618 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kelly McVey 

fireleee42@yahoo.com 

Placentia, California 92870 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Corine Cathala 

corine.cathala@hotmail.fr 

Pierrelate 26700, Auvergne-RhÃ´ne-Alpes 26700 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Richard Bradus 

bradusr@sonic.net 

San Francisco, California 94115 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Pat Elka 

pat_e@sti.net 

Mariposa, California 95338 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sari Fordha 

sfordham@lasierra.edu 

Riverside, California 92506 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Carolyn Flook 

ckflook@ca.rr.com 

Santa Monica, California 90405 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jayne Cerny 

jaynecerny@gmail.com 

Inverness, California 94937 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Martin Marcus 

abba_eama@yahoo.com 

San Diego, California 92120-1112 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

R.G. Tuomi 

rgtuomi@yahoo.com 

Thousand Oaks, California 91362 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

L. Adams 

lzdldy@att.net 

Escondido, California 92026 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Michael Dorer 

malibucountry@yahoo.com 

Fremont, California 94538 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Elaine Edell 

elaine@edellproductions.com 

Westlake Village, California 91362 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Joan Murray 

jsmurray24@gmail.com 

Los Angeles, California 90066 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Mari Stachenfeld 

mstachenfeld@gmail.com 

Aliso Vejo, California 92656 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Linda Morgan 

redwoodbird@aol.com 

San Pablo, California 94806 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Dan Silver 

dsilverla@me.com 

Los Angeles, California 90012-2584 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Marilyn Shepherd 

marilynshepherd@gmail.com 

Trinidad, California 95570 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

William Mittig 

wpmittig@gmail.com 

mariposa, California 95338 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Lisa Patton 

lapatton729@hotmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94115 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Richard Spicer 

spicerr@aol.com 

North Tustin, California 92705 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Janet Heinle 

janetheinle@yahoo.com 

Santa Monica, California 90403 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Lisa Gherardi 

gherardi2@aol.com 

Los Gatos, California 95032 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ed Atkins 

hearthdance@yahoo.com 

Boulder Creek, California 95006-8733 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

F. Carlene Reuscher 

carlene-r@roadrunner.com 

Costa Mesa, California 92626 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Gail Caswell 

sunshine4kid@yahoo.com 

San Francisco, California 94109 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jon Spitz 

plantbased.js@gmail.com 

Laytonville, California 95454 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

James Perry 

scarab@sonic.net 

Santa Rosa, California 95403 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ramona Lione 

monami27@comcast.net 

San Jose, California 95128 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kim Messmer 

kimmessmerphoto@yahoo.com 

Santa Clara, California 95051 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sylvia Cardella 

sylviadeer@yahoo.com 

Hydesville, California 95547 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Karen Guma 

guma@sonic.net 

Petaluma, California 94952 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Melissa Marcus 

earthmamamel@hotmail.com 

Long beach, California 90808 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Daren Black 

daren.black@artofliving.org 

Los Angeles, California 90066 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Denise Price 

deniseinflight@yahoo.com 

Placentia, California 92870 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jon Povill 

jp@paxdyne.com 

Topanga, California 90290 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

canan tzelil 

canant@hotmail.com 

Beverly Hills, California 90210 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kevin Hearle Ph.D. 

khearle@astound.net 

San Mateo, California 94402 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jessica Fielden 

jesigata@yahoo.com 

Oakland, California 94611 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Cathleen O'Connell 

rowantre@cruzio.com 

Boulder Creek, California 95006 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Yazmin Gonzalez 

evaunit2001@yahoo.com 

Bellflower, California 90706 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Steve Chaput 

sachaput50@yahoo.com 

Lake Forest, California 92630 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Christopher Evans 

dodges.unlimited.inc@gmail.com 

Berkeley, California 94720 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Vic DeAngelo 

phorum@me.com 

San Francisco, California 94121-3128 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Charles Eckart 

ceckart@horizoncable.com 

Point  Reyes Station, California 94956 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Alice Shaw 

alsndale@gmail.com 

Irvine, California 92618 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ann Isolde 

aisolde@roadrunner.com 

Santa Monica, California 90403-5529 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Mary Foley 

maryfoley103@gmail.com 

El Dorado Hills, California 95762 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sasha Taus 

Sashataus@gmail.com 

Arroyo Grande, California 93420 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sharon Bills 

sbills@socal.rr.com 

Van Nuys, California 91406 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Therese DeBing 

buddhabear88@hotmail.com 

Pacific Grove, California 93950 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

April Lo 

greyhawku22@yahoo.com 

Oakland, California 94609 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Amy Johnson 

amjohnson3@uwalumni.com 

Oakland, California 94602 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Dina Perez 

dperezneira@yahoo.com 

San Francisco, California 94123 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Eric Tschuy 

Tschuye@gmail.com 

Portland, Oregon 97216 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sandy Parbury 

sparbury@yahoo.com 

Concord, California 94518 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Robbi Nester 

rknester@gmail.com 

Lake Forest, California 92630 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Diane Boyd 

edianeboyd@gmail.com 

Oakland, California 94602 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Allan Campbell 

allanlc16@gmail.com 

San Jose, California 95132 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Christine  Doyka  

cdoyka47@gmail.com 

Garberville, California 95542 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Catherine Beauchamp 

clhediting@gmail.com 

Pasadena, California 91103 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Gary Lapid Gary 

garylapid@mac.com 

Mountain View, California 94043 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ann Betz 

betzovich@gmail.com 

Pomona, California 91767 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

B. E. 

barerickson@gmail.com 

Westlake Village, California 91361 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Judith Butts 

judith.butts@gmail.com 

Mountain View, California 94040 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

jo edwards 

happy2binfp@yahoo.com 

Visalia, California 93291 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

David Felton 

lfelton@wavecable.com 

West Sacramento, California 95691-4817 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Linda Freeman 

lindaf121@hotmail.com 

Yuba City, California 95991 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Alan Johnson 

mortislegati@gmail.com 

Canoga Park, California 91304 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

John Crahan 

jscrahan@hotmail.com 

Los Angeles, California 90045 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

A Davos 

bunny@pramalot.com 

Burbank, California 91506 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Waundra Blizzeard 

rwblizzeard9@aol.com 

Alturas 96101, California 96101 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

John Hammond 

johnreedhammond@gmail.com 

Sebastopol, California 95472 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Llll D 

msldill@yahoo.com 

Berkeley, California 94706 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

H. Lorde 

thefluidic@hotmail.com 

Malibu, California 90265 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jennifer Koren 

jenny.zitser@gmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94132-1453 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Pamela Rogers 

rogerspamela6969@yahoo.com 

San Bernardino, California 92404 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sharon Sprouse 

sharonsprouse999@gmail.com 

San Diego, California 92064 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Genevieve Soares 

gensoares@yahoo.com 

Oakland, California 94610 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kylie Cobb 

kylie.rachele@gmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94117 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Teri Forester 

tricketts3@comcast.net 

Citrus Heights, California 95610 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jessica Mitchell-Shihabiâ€™s 

jmshihabi@gmail.com 

Antelope, California 95843-5935 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Barbara Ito 

barbara.ito@libero.it 

Old Radnor ED, Wales 90405 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Lorrie Beggs 

Beggs5L@netscape.net 

Palmdale, California 93550 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

sue mossman 

syl1@humboldt.edu 

Arcata, California 95518 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sean Russell 

haltcatchfire@gmail.com 

Mountain View, California 94041 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Philip Patino 

philip_patino@yahoo.com 

Pico Rivera, California 90660 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Patricia Baumgartner 

triciaebaum322@gmail.com 

Torrance, California 90503 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

NATASHA Hopkinson 

natashah@mac.com 

San Francisco, California 94121 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Melinda Hellyer 

melindahellyer@gmail.com 

Santa Barbara, California 93110 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jordan Briskin 

jordan.briskin8@gmail.com 

Palo Alto, California 94306 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Andrea Perry 

avperry@aol.com 

San Jose, California 95112 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Judy Burris 

jabrs27@gmail.com 

Los Angeles, California 91367 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Linda Howie 

lhowie890@gmail.com 

Woodland Hills, California 91367 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Judy Schultz 

heyjudenf@gmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94115 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Amelia jones 

ailema90@gmail.com 

Santa Monica, California 90405 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Marie Kelly 

mariek@gmail.com 

Culver City, California 90230 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Elaine Mont-Eton 

bears2398@aol.com 

San Rafael, California 94901 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Julian Siminski 

julian.siminski@gmail.com 

Studio City, California 91604 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Leon Van Steen 

LeonVanSteen@gmail.com 

San Francisco , California 94134 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Nora Coyle 

lcsw89@yahoo.com 

Anaheim, California 92807-2508 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Stephenie  Blakemore  

stephenieblakemore@sbcglobal.net 

Kapaa , Hawaii 96746 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Krista Dana 

k_puppy@hotmail.com 

Sunnyvale, California 94087 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Karen Harrington 

karenjo.harrington@gmail.com 

Berkeley, California 94707 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Alethea MacKinnon 

klm-lam@sti.net 

Oakhurst, California 93644 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jill Mistretta 

jill.mistretta@gmail.com 

Kentfield, California 94904 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

henry Biggins 

biggins@pacific.net 

Ukiah, California 95482 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ms Lilith 

ladycat76@hotmail.com 

Ventura, California 93003 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

June Green 

inikow@aol.com 

Belmont, California 94002 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Nicholas Ratto 

ratto@att.net 

Alameda, California 94501 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sue Moynahan 

moynahans@aol.com 

San Jose, California 95119 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Linda Ward 

linda0w@aol.com 

Montebello, California 90640 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Dennis Lynch 

7lynch@gmail.com 

Felton, California 95018 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Gina Ness 

ginavness@comcast.net 

Eureka, California 95501 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Elizabeth Gioumousis 

liznhenry@yahoo.com 

Sunnyvale, California 94086 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Rick Larsen 

moocow@cruzio.com 

Santa Cruz, California 95062 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sylvia Shaw 

sls500@yahoo.com 

Arcata, California 95521 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

diane moss 

pdsimba@aol.com 

lajolla, California 92037 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Christopher Mulhauser 

mullytron@hotmail.com 

Oakland, California 94619 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Andrea Rule 

a_rule200283340@yahoo.com 

Ketchum, Idaho, Idaho 83340 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Batsheva Kasdan 

bska@sbcglobal.net 

Los Angeles, California 90035 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Connie Pratt 

conee52@gmail.com 

Chico, California 95973 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sean San Jose 

seansanjova@yahoo.com 

San Francisco, California 94112-3543 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Per Westlund 

alwaysaviking@yahoo.com 

Hanford, California 93230 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Margie Halladin 

margiehalladin@yahoo.com 

San Rafael, California 94903 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ann West 

awest17@gmail.com 

San Bruno, California 94066 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Hilary Simonetti 

hsimonetti@dc.rr.com 

Cathedral City, California 92234 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

MA borawick 

marinaborawick@yahoo.com 

SANTA MONICA, California 90408 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sally Hilliard 

sallyhilliard@yahoo.com 

West Hills, California 91307 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Bev Lips 

buzbev@gmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94121 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jess Gaeta 

jessicagaeta30@yahoo.com 

Ventura, California 93001 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Phyllis Hatch 

phatch317@aol.com 

Santa Clara, California 95054 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Belinda Poropudas 

belinda.poropudas@gmail.com 

San Rafael, California 94901 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Mary Doan 

doan.mj@gmail.com 

San Diego, California 92115 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jane Robinson 

winnieweb@sbcglobal.net 

Santa Rosa, California 95404 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Stacey Meinzen 

staceymeinzen@gmail.com 

Santa Rosa, California 95405 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Mistery Lofgren 

elusivemagick@gmail.com 

Nevada City, California 95959 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Cristina Amarillas 

clamarillas@gmail.com 

Santa Rosa, California 95405 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Patricia Bradford 

pbradford@me.com 

Bolinas, California 94924 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Carol Holler 

mo1ch671@yahoo.com 

Spring Valley, California 91978 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Rachel Wolf 

therachelswoof@gmail.com 

Santa Cruz, California 95060 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ryan Dell 

ryancdell@gmail.com 

Corte Madera, California 94925 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jessica Ainsworth 

jessica_ainsworth@hotmail.com 

San Francisco, CA, California 94103 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Daniel Medrano 

d.medrano87@yahoo.com 

Los Angeles, California 90744 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Constance Walker 

walkerc3@sfusd.edu 

San Francisco, California 94117 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jamie S. 

jamiespiral55@yahoo.com 

San Francisco, California 94121 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kate Kirkhuff 

klkirkhuff@gmail.com 

Berkeley, California 94709 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ecology Center of Southern California 

ecnp@aol.com 

Los Angeles, California 90035 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sandra Castro 

ozarkmaid2003@yahoo.com 

San Jose, California 95112 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Angela Teixeira 

iloveandre3000@msn.com 

San Diego, California 92104 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

David Burtis 

dbsorbit@earthlink.net 

Calistoga, California 94515 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

David Robinson 

dvdrobinson@gmail.com 

OAKLAND, California 94606 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Janice Greenberg 

ghawk24@gmail.com 

Spring Valley, California 91977 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

G. S. 

gsaffren@gmail.com 

Los Angeles, California 90025 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Linda Arvanites 

mkuu@msn.com 

Santa Monica, California 90405 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Joe LeBlanc 

leblancjoe2@gmail.com 

Sebastopol, California 95472 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

elizabeth myrin shore 

bmyrin@mail.com 

san anselmo, California 94979 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

S Gipson 

sapwgg@aol.com 

Los Angeles, California 90305 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

UriÃ©l Dana 

urieldana@gmail.com 

Oakland, California 94606 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Greg Hampton 

gregrhampton@yahoo.com 

San Diego, California 92123 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Linda Taffet 

ldl1187@aol.com 

Dana point, California 92629 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Phoenix Giffen 

phoenixgiffen@gmail.com 

Fairfax, California 94930 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Protect All Things Wild and Wonderful 

birdfreak13@yahoo.com 

San Diego, California 92117 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Rayline Dean 

RaylineDean@gmail.com 

Ridgecrest, California 93555-3622 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Carole Kalous 

carole.k9492@att.net 

Berkeley, California 94704 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Paul Cheney 

cheneyp@cruzio.com 

Watsonville, CA, California 95076 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Tom Watson 

tomzoot@gmail.com 

RIO VISTA, California 94571 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Elizabeth Silva 

elizabetha198@yahoo.com 

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33316 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Brian Sheridan 

brian@ccair.org 

Arcadia, California 91007 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Blake Wu 

skbkms@mail.com 

Lafayette, California 94549 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Gregory Coyle 

gcoyleca@gmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94114 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

cathy janacua 

septembercathy@yahoo.com 

Sherman Oaks, California 91423 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Claire Levy 

claire.levy2@gmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94102 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kris Perry 

keperry36@gmail.com 

Palmdale, California 93551 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Andrea Scott 

akscottesq@gmail.com 

LA, California 90077-2132 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

FRANK HANRAHAN 

frank@hausofperformance.com 

Costa Mesa, California 92627 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Mary Steele 

online-activist@alumni.stanford.edu 

Laguna Niguel, California 92677 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Keith Parker 

kekrparker@yahoo.com 

Missoula, Montana 598023273 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Tai Stillwater 

t.stillwater@gmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94110 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Shannon Kemena 

skemena@gmail.com 

Elk Grove, California 95758 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Scott Jung 

sjung810@hotmail.com 

South Pasadena, California 91030 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Laura Emery 

emery@mail.sdsu.edu 

La Mesa, California 91942 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Archie Mossman 

archiemoss@gmail.com 

Arcata, California 95518 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

John Kirk 

jkirk@geartrains.com 

Santa Barbara, California 93109 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

harry knapp 

h.knapp@charter.net 

riverside, California 92507 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

michael passoff 

michael@proxyimpact.com 

Richmond, California 94805 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

MaryJane Ryan 

maryjaneryan@gmail.com 

Mill Valley, California 94941 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Dominic Garcia 

Dominicspartan@GMAIL.COM 

LIVERMORE, California 94551 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Stephanie Thompson 

smt61465@yahoo.com 

Orange, California 92867 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

annamarie jones 

annamariejones1@hotmail.com 

Alturas, California 96101 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Annette Benton 

bassoon66@hotmail.com 

Pittsburg, CA, California 94565 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Marjory Keenan 

marjkeenan44@gmail.com 

Berkeley, California 94703 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

thalia lubin 

thalia@thaliaproductions.com 

woodside, California 94062 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Lori Kegler 

lori.kegler@gmail.com 

San Pedro, California 90731-6213 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

David Aroner 

david.aroner@gmail.com 

Berkeley, California 94708 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Greg Thomson 

gregothomson@mac.com 

Sausalito, California 94965 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

ROGER ANGLE 

rog.r.angle@gmail.com 

Long Beach, California 90802 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Lisa Morgan 

48blackvelvet@gmail.com 

San Diego, California 92101 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Elizabeth Summerl 

bethsummerl@gmail.com 

Laguna Beach, California 92651 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Robin Weirich 

ocrobin21@yahoo.com 

Irvine, California 92618 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Deborah Schmidt 

deborahbschmidt@gmail.com 

EL SOBRANTE, California 94803-3147 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Theresa Bucher 

buchert@equinetradingco.com 

Tarzana, California 91356 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Tracy Shortle 

tracyshortle@yahoo.com 

Los Alamitos, California 90720 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Marie DiMassa 

medimassa@gmail.com 

Long Beach, CA, California 90807 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Isabel Wade 

isabelwade@gmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94117 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Roger Davenport 

solarguy@cal.berkeley.edu 

Oceanside, California 92054 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ebba Herritt 

ebbaviolin@gmail.com 

Chico, California 95926 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Gina Truex 

ginaetruex@gmail.com 

Arcadia, California 91006 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Margarita Gonzalez 

margarita.gonzalez01@ca.rr.com 

Sylmar, California 91342 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ellen Hall 

ellenbh@sbcglobal.net 

Pacifica, California 94044 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

ERIKA PORTER 

erikaporter1@gmail.com 

Valley Center, California 92082 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Maxine Zylberberg 

mzylberberg@ucdavis.edu 

San Francisco, California 94110 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Martin Tripp 

recn@sbcglobal.net 

Santa Clarita, California 91390 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ken Rosen 

krosen13@me.com 

Beverly Hills , California 90212 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Hope Jessup 

gladney.hope@gmail.com 

SHERMAN OAKS, California 91401 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

David Abramson 

politics@dekafilm.com 

Los Angeles, California 90025 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Michael Talbot 

talbot.nkt@gmail.com 

San Rafael, California 94901 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jane Spini 

janespini@hotmail.com 

Arcata, California 95521-8976 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Diane Speiker 

dlspeiker@comcast.net 

South Lake Tahoe , Veracruz de Ignacio de la Llave 96159 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Rochelle La Frinere 

rochelle.lafrinere@gmail.com 

San Diego, California 92114 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Michele Stewart 

mstewart77@twc.com 

San Diego, California 921285198 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ann Dorsey 

aedorsey@hotmail.com 

Northridhge, California 91325 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Mariela T Huerta 

mth8871@yahoo.com 

Los Angeles, California 90026 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Janice Wong 

waterfall7583@gmail.com 

Penn Valley, California 95946 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Lee Slaff 

lslaff@comcast.net 

Scotts Valley, California 95066 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sara Weld 

spankenier@gmail.com 

Santa Barbara, California 93105 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jan Chaffin 

janisc@cruzio.com 

Santa Cruz, California 95060 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Wendy Ledner 

seamonkey01@verizon.net 

Salinas, California 93908 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Garth Nalleweg 

gnalleweg@gmail.com 

Rancho Mirage, California 92270 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

RICHARD MONROE 

richmonroe@aol.com 

Norco, California 92860 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Laurel Cameron 

ledwards1209@yahoo.com 

Redondo Beach, California 90277 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jane Taylor 

jaytay777@gmail.com 

Mill Valley, California 94941 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Robert Cherwink 

robertcherwink@icloud.com 

Sonoma, California 95476 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Cinda Johansen 

ccjohansen@sbcglobal.net 

Folsom, California 95630 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Paula Ong 

ong593@sbcglobal.net 

Lincoln, California 95648 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Peter Weiner 

peterprops00@gmail.com 

Sugarloaf, California 92386-1213 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Melissa Hammons 

melissajoyhammons@yahoo.com 

Fresno, California 93727 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

ELIZABETH Kibbey 

eparkskibbey@gmail.com 

Long beach, California 90803 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Mark Oldfield 

mark2spare@yahoo.com 

Sacramento, California 95825 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jodi Selene 

jodiselene@gmail.com 

Vista, California 92084 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Thanhtam Bui 

ttbui08@gmail.com 

Sacramento, California 95833 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Randy Snodgrass 

raceoracle@gmail.com 

Belmont, California 94002 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kymberly East 

kymberlyeast@gmail.com 

Santa Cruz, California 95062 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Terrence Butler 

butlerterrence@sbcglobal.net 

Van Nuys, California 91405 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Susie Tortell 

stortelli@verizon.net 

Santa Monica, California 90405 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Courtney Christoffer 

christoffer66@gmail.com 

San Jose, California 95125 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ree Whitford 

reewhitford@gmail.com 

Valley Village, California 91607-3052 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Susie Lee 

susielee.526@gmail.com 

Fullerton, California 92835 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Susan Von Schmacht 

svonschmacht@sbcglobal.net 

Watsonville, California 95076 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Gerard Ridella 

garidella@att.net 

Castro Valley , California 94546 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

John Peterson 

j2green4u@yahoo.com 

Temecula, California 92592 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Michaelle Robardey 

mlr.bpbr@gmail.com 

Portland, Oregon 97203 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

RJ Cooper 

rj@rjcooper.com 

Santa Ana, California 92705 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Elizabeth Jones 

elzbth.jones@gmail.com 

Redondo Beach, California 90277 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Joy Fox 

joynfox@gmail.com 

Valley Village, California 91607 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ramsey Jammal 

rmsejammal@gmail.com 

Daly City, California 94015 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Lily Cohen 

estar400@gmail.com 

Arcata, California 95521 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Angela Carter 

acarter851@yahoo.com 

San Pedro, California 90731 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Joanna Welch 

jfwelch22@gmail.com 

Eureka, California 95501 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kenneth Miller 

ken@kennethmiller.net 

Topanga, California 90290 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

sofia okolowicz 

sofiamokolowicz@gmail.com 

temecula, California 92592 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Bonnie Robinson 

bonanddon4@gmail.com 

Orange, California 92869 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

K Jenkins 

rootrville@gmail.com 

Los Angeles, California 90305 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Abbie Bernstein 

hedgebeast@aol.com 

West Hollywood, California 90069 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Stephanie Bloom 

srbhowdy@gmail.com 

San Carlos, California 94070 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Anna Buenrostro 

buenrostro_ana@yahoo.com 

Los Angeles, California 90011 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Constance Anderson 

canderson5555@yahoo.com 

Camarillo, California 93010 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Mark Pheatt 

apeconsulting@gmail.com 

Elverta, California 95626 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Starbear Nygard 

starbearearth@gmail.com 

Boulder creek, California 95006 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Susan Tatro 

silvermaven1949@gmail.com 

Eureka, California 95503 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sherri McDannold 

sherrimcdannold@comcast.net 

San Quentin, California 94964 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kristina Cunha 

wterwmn2@aol.com 

Santa Rosa, California 95403 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Donna May 

maylaree12@yahoo.com 

Valencia, California 91355 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Amira Mansour 

amiramansour@earthlink.net 

Irvine, California 92612 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Shan Magnuson 

npeace@sonic.net 

Santa rosa, California 95404 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Leah Summers 

leahnowhino@yahoo.com 

Northridge., California 91325 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

David Larson 

mail@davidlarson.net 

Long Beach, California 90807 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kate Lunn 

kate1213.kl@gmail.com 

Grover Beach, California 93433 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ouida Trahan 

ouidatrahan@icloud.com 

Papaikou, Hawaii 96781 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Natasha Varner 

renravesorahsatan@yahoo.com 

Santa Cruz, California 95062 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Mary Ann Loyd Shell 

mary_2_rose@live.com 

Ridgecrest, California 93555-4203 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Linda Oeth 

linda.oeth@gmail.com 

Corona del Mar, California 92625 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Laura Chinn-Smoot 

violaura@sonic.net 

San Francisco, California 94121-3703 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Lois Chappell 

chappelllois994@yahoo.com 

San Diego, California 92110 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Nancy Luis 

nmluis@ymail.com 

Ukiah, California 95482 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sandy Commons 

sandygatta454@gmail.com 

Sacramento, California 95821 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Richard Bailey 

Richbailey78@gmail.com 

Santa Maria, California 93458 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Deborah Collodel 

deborahcollodel@gmail.com 

Malibu, California 90265 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sarah Stryhanyn 

pocket82s@yahoo.com 

Oakland, California 94609 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sandra Morey 

sandimorey@gmail.com 

Oakland, California 94602 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jere Wilkerson 

jerewilk@icloud.com 

Avila Beach, California 93424 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Carey Lundin 

careylundin@gmail.com 

Marina Del Rey, California 90292 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Eli Lipmen 

eli@movela.org 

Los Angeles, California 90016 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jeffry Roush 

jeffry.roush@gmail.com 

Yucca Valley, California 92284 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Val Farrelly 

valfarrelly@gmail.com 

San Mateo, California 94403-1580 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jacob Huskey 

freedomfighterjake@yahoo.com 

Santa Cruz, California 95060 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jarrett Krumrei 

jarrettkrumrei@gmail.com 

Sacramento, California 95817 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Helen Johnson 

hjohnson@pacific.net 

Potter Valley, California 95469 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Leslie Smith 

lplatosmith@gmail.com 

Oakland, California 94611 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Susan Bally 

sioux.art@verizon.net 

Mentone, California 92359 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ashley Pease 

ashleypease16@gmail.com 

Tarzana, California 91356 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

gerard goulette 

charlie_poppie@hotmail.com 

QuÃ©bec, Quebec 90000 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Patrick Carr 

nedlud432@gmail.com 

Arcata, California 95521 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Robert Wheeler 

contactrobwheeler@gmail.com 

Los Angeles, California 90002 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Marvis J. Phillips 

marvisphillips@gmail.com 

San Francisco , California 94102 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Danuta Stachowiak 

ponypublications@gmail.com 

North Edwards, California 93523 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Cathy Lindsey 

c.lind6032@yahoo.com 

HUNTINGTON BEACH, California 92646 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Joan Griffin 

jreynoldsbotany@aol.com 

Nevada City, California 95959 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Dana Murphy 

pinetrees69@yahoo.com 

La Mesa, California 91941 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Michael Colgan 

mjcolgan@yahoo.com 

San Mateo, California 94403 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jane Moad 

janemoad11@gmail.com 

Santa Rosa, California 95405 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kenneth Johnson 

johnskb@gmail.com 

Long Beach, California 90807 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kathryn LaMar 

kayruth47@gmail.com 

Hayward,  94541 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Ann Mohrbacher 

mohrbach@usc.edu 

Altadena,  91001 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Fermain Lahorgue 

fflahorgue@icloud.com 

San Rafael, California 94903 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Margaret Meinschein 

mmeinsch@gmail.com 

Culver City, California 90232 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Robert Sharp 

r.eryl.sharp@gmail.com 

Belmont, California 94002 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Victoria Miller 

vemiller0426@gmail.com 

Encino, California 91436 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jeremy Spencer 

jeremy.spencer3@icloud.com 

Pacifica, California 94044-3318 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Tina Kh 

tinakh@berkeley.edu 

Albany, California 94706 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

HOLLY ASAMURA 

gilzo001@cougars.csusm.edu 

Oceanside, California 92057 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Musia Stagg 

koshostagg@yahoo.com 

Oakland, California 94608 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Marcia Parker 

marciaparker05@yahoo.com 

Redding, California 96001 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kate Wilkins 

katemwilkins@gmail.com 

Sacramento, California 95817 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Noah Haydon  

noahhaydon@gmail.com 

Daly City, California 94015 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Lorena Caldera 

lcaldera@usfca.edu 

Berkeley, California 94704-2009 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kathleen Giustino 

kathleeng@a1suninc.com 

Berkeley, California 94707 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

julia dionne 

julialucydionne@gmail.com 

san francisco, California 94110 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kelly Berry 

kellyberr@hotmail.com 

San Rafael, California 94903 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Juan Villasenor 

nearctic@hotmail.com 

LIVE OAK, California 95953 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Carlton Sloan 

carlton@newworldparty.com 

Guerneville, California 95446 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Nishanga Bliss 

nishangabliss@gmail.com 

Berkeley, California 94702 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Connie Gach 

conniegach@gmail.com 

San Diego, California 92131 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sherman Lewis 

sherman@csuhayward.us 

Hayward, California 94542 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Raymond Vaczek 

raymond_vaczek@yahoo.com 

Los Angeles, California 90023 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Katherine Aker 

kathiaker@icloud.com 

Tujunga, California 91042-1816 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Bob Brodie 

bbrodie4@cox.net 

Santa Barbara, California 93105 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Marie Mock 

mockmarie6@gmail.com 

Fresno, California  



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Susan Brisby 

sabrisby@gmail.com 

Lancaster, California 93536 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

mike madrid 

michael.madrid@tmmc.com 

San Pedro, California 90731 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Virginia Antonio 

virginia.antonio.az@gmail.com 

Murrieta, California 92563 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Diane Jackson 

rumjungleroad@gmail.com 

Redondo Beach, California 90277 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Krista Sexton 

archimedescat@aol.com 

San Marcos, California 92078 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Vanna Pichel 

vannapichel@gmail.com 

Petaluma, California 94952 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Rashmika Kommidi 

rashmika.kommidi@gmail.com 

San Jose, California 95135 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Madison Mitchell 

madisonrive@gmail.com 

Simi Valley, California 93063 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sharon Paltin 

bluetoothfairy18@gmail.com 

Laytonville, California 95454 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Dylan Holub 

dylantholub@gmail.com 

San Diego, California 92159 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Melissa Hutchinson 

melhutch236@gmail.com 

Pacific Grove, California 93950 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Bryan Bradford 

bryanbradford25@gmail.com 

Riverside,  92506 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

sheila jordan 

sheilaj94703@gmail.com 

Berkeley, California 94703 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sophia Santitoro 

fia@roadrunner.com 

Simi Valley, California 93065 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Stan Taylor 

taylorlyons@gmail.com 

Santa Barbara, California 93150 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

William Willis 

billythekid1875@yahoo.com 

Fallbrook, California 92028 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Katie Edwards 

kt4tea@gmail.com 

Beaumont, California 92223 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Monica Mayes 

bullet2@cox.net 

San Diego, California 92127 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Daniel Silverman 

danielsilvermail@gmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94110 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Judith Culp 

judeculp@gmail.com 

Menifee, California 92586 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Madeline Rose 

mrose@pacificenvironment.org 

San Leandro, California 94577 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Danielle Bradshaw 

daniebradshaw@gmail.com 

Modesto, California 95351 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Miho Matsushita 

maruru131@gmail.com 

Costa Mesa, California 92626 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Steve Metzger 

onemetzgersteve@gmail.com 

Huntington Beach, California 92647 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Brian  Still  

brianmstill@gmail.com 

San Diego, California  



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Amanda Moran 

amoran@amazonwatch.org 

San Francisco, California 94110 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Carol Nausin 

carolnausin@gmail.com 

Pinole, California 94564 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jay Atkinson 

jayatk40@gmail.com 

El Sobrante, California 94803 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Wayne Steffen 

waynesteffen031@gmail.com 

Fresno, California 93710 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Adrianne Micco 

yahv50am@gmail.com 

Vacaville, California  



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Eloise Cohen 

eloisephoto2@gmail.com 

Westlake Village, California 91361 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Charles Sharpe 

chipsharpe@icloud.com 

Bayside, California 95524-9301 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

David Hennerman 

henner3man@gmail.com 

Santa Barbara, California 93110 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sol-Angel Campuzano 

soljcampuzano@gmail.com 

Sylmar, California 91342-1048 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Eliza Leff 

777ashley77@gmail.com 

San Francisco, California 94108 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Christine Hein 

catsrgods@charter.net 

Huntington Beach, California 92648 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Naheed Radfar 

naheed.radfar@yahoo.com 

Not of Hispanic, Latino or Spanish origin, California 90292 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Darrell Gauff 

dgauff@yahoo.com 

Santa Rosa, California 95405 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

judith Winston 

usesbillions@gmail.com 

santa monica, California 90405 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Kathy Dickerman 

6226kdd@gmail.com 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46260 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Joy Lesperance 

iamjoyous91@gmail.com 

Hanford, California 93230 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Scott Pham 

scottyhashto@gmail.com 

San Diego, California 92131 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Bill Evans 

bill82019@gmail.com 

Pasadena, California 91104 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Karen Kirschling 

kumasong@icloud.com 

San Francisco, California 94117 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Jessica Wright 

jessicamwright1996@gmail.com 

Charleston, South Carolina 29492 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Sam Wilson 

swilson@ucsusa.org 

Oakland, California 94131 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Michael Dunlop 

mikedzzz@zohomail.con 

Los Angeles, California 90042 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Joan Heredia 

herediaj@conedceb.com 

San Diego, California 92101 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Carmina Caballes 

carminac@att.net 

san diego, California 92124-2033 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

RAY LINDSEY 

rlindsey2000@sbcglobal.net 

RIVERBANK, California 95367 



Subject:  Proposed Amendments to the Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation 
Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,  

Ships are one of the worst air polluters in California, and harbor boats are one of the top 
three cancer risks for Californians living near the ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, 
San Diego and Oakland. California must stop investing in diesel operated harbor boats 
and instead invest in clean technologies and jobs.  

The technology exists to transition commercial harbor craft to 100% clean fleets today. 
Already, there are over 300 operating zero-emission ships powered by batteries 
worldwide, with another 194 on order.   

Given the climate emergency that we are facing, we need bold climate leadership. I’m 
asking you to strengthen the Commercial Harbor Craft rule:  

1. Require a 100% zero-emissions transition for the majority of harbor boats by 
2035, including tugboats and barges, which are excluded from the current rule  

2. Add language to allow the Board to revisit the rule as the zero-emissions boat 
market evolves to ensure the regulation achieves maximum emission reductions  

3. Increase funding for zero-emissions boat pilots and retrofits to spur innovation  

This is a critical time to protect the health of port-side communities, Californian families, 
and our environment.  

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. 

 

Susan Linn 

jetslinn@gmaill.com 

Long Beach , California 90803 

 


